
Welcome!

Our focus: how to be at your best in the moments that count 

Jam Sessions: Helping us all
grow smarter together!

Today's Approach: A deep(er) dive into a subtle, personal
power tool to help you win the moment in

challenging communication situations.  

"Build an Approach"

The Story

The Lead-In Question

The Story of Bob and Mary...

First-time at a Jam Session? 

Use chat, Reply
to Everyone

Share your ideas/Ask me &
the group questions

Recording, Mind Map, Anonymous Chat
to be distributed over the weekend

Questions: art@artpetty.com

Let's start with a story

Setting the Stage

The Case of Bob and Amy

Amy presenting a business case for
approval in an All Managers/Execs meeting

She did her homework, and has a well-developed
business case, and connected 1x1 with all the

key influencers, including...

...Bob

A complicated, mostly adversarial
relationship...

The Meeting

CEO, Top Execs,
All Managers

Her goal: Approval...

Reading the room...it's almost
all positive, except for... "Amy, what makes you think this

project will go any better than that
disaster of yours we all got behind last

year?"

If you're in Amy's shoes, what's
your initial reaction?

(I'll share what Amy did to
win the moment in bit!)

NOTE TO SELF: THIS IS ONE OF
THOSE MOMENTS THAT COUNT!

What's at stake here?

Our Lead-In Question

What types of
communication

situations are the most
stressful for you?

Mine: engaging with a very
challenging B.O.D. Engaging with "Blockers"

in the workplace

Any situation where I feel the
criticism has crossed the line

to personal

What my clients describe as their most difficult conversations

People who are "processors" being pressured to respond quickly.

A toxic coworker...especially if that person is in a position of influence or
passive-aggressive behaviors.

Constructive feedback discussions of all times

Presenting to executives/boards

Asking for approvals, resources (budgets, head count)

Talking about change
with team members

Let's take a light look at the
neuroscience of challenging

communication situations

Imagine this
situation....

It's a nice day. You decide to take a
stroll through a park near your

home/office during lunch.

You come around the corner and you
come face to face with this character...

What's your reaction? 

Now, consider
this situation...

It's 8:30 a.m. and you receive a message from your
boss..."Set up a call with me at 4:30 p.m. today, I

have some feedback for you."

How's the rest of
your day?

What's going on here? 

Amygdala Hijack (Daniel Goleman)

Amygdale (plural); smoke detectors of the brain, don't
distinguish between a potential tiger attack and the

threat we feel by a hostile or angry coworker.

Floods our bodies with cortisol; heart rate and
breathing increase; muscles tense and for many,

hands or other parts start sweating!

The Amygdala Hijack overpowers our Executive
Control Center (logical thinking) we react with fight

or flight.

"When we're interacting with someone challenging, our brain
wants to protect us from harm. In the process, however, it

often holds us back." -Amy Gallo

We're at our worst when we
need to be at our best

"None of us is perfect when it comes to navigating the complexity of human
relationships. Especially in times of stress, or when we feel threatened, even the most

seasoned workplace veterans can find themselves focusing on the short-term goal of
ego or reputation protection."

THINK ABOUT IT! Researchers using FMRI
technology have shown that just the idea of

GIVING OR RECEIVING FEEDBACk fires up
the fear center in our braink.

"The amygdala, however, cannot differentiate between physical and
emotional threats, so in the situation of experiencing sudden stress at

work, this could trigger the amygdala to automatically respond before
your frontal lobes have had a chance to provide any logical reasoning

to the situation."

How do these sudden, stressful
challenging communication

situations affect you?

FOUR IMPACT POINTS OF
UNCIVIL BEHAVIOR

1. Increases the chances
of making mistakes

2. Our focus shifts to protecting ourselves...
not solving a problem or putting our best

ideas/approaches forward

3. Uncivil situations continue to rent
space in our minds...affecting future

interactions and behaviors.

"Greg"
4. Uncivil interactions reduce our
mental sharpness and memory.

"Conflict often drives us to distraction. In an experiment among customer
service reps at a large cellular communications provider in Israel, the
reps who experienced a rude interaction with a customer had more

difficulty recalling details of the conversation because they we're
preoccupied with the incivility." -Gallo

"In one study, 80% of respondents who were on
the receiving end of uncivil behaviors at work

spend time worrying about the incident and 63%
lost work time trying to avoid the offender. -Gallo

Well, that's bad news.
What do we do?

Communication Stress-Proof Yourself

Goleman's Formula

1. Self-Awareness

2. Self-Regulation

3. Motivation

4. Empathy

5. Social Skills

"People who can self-regulate can respond
logically with cognitive thought instead of reacting

emotionally without forethought"

'a person must identify an
emotional response and manage

its control over the situation."

Become more
emotionally intelligent

https://www.simplypsychology.org/amygdala-hijack.html

Amy's Response

(She had been coached and she practiced for these type of situations.)

In her mind: 

1. "I can't believe he just said that."

2. "What a jerk."

3. I need to breathe. I'm going to look away. I
need to relax my shoulders.

4. I won't achieve my goal if I respond the way I want to
with Bob. I want to be at my best here.

5. I'm going to thank him. 

Maybe...15 seconds total elapsed time.

(Editorial comment: learn to use time in
communication situations as an asset)

BTW, what do you think the
environment is like in the room

following Bob's comment/question?

Note: it takes about 6 seconds for the
chemicals released during an
Amygdala Hijack to dissipate.

https://www.verywellmind.
com/what-happens-during-an-amygdala-hijack-4165944

What Amy Said:

Bob, thanks for raising this important topic. That was a tough
experience for our company. Thanks to you and your engineering
team, it was ultimately rescued. As everyone knows, we made a
number of important process changes and have since run three

successful projects. Organizationally, we are much better equipped to
mitigate the challenges we encountered.

What do you think
happened to the

environment in the room
after that?

Develop and Practice Your Personal Active Reset Process (PARP)

Inspired by Dr. Mark Goulston, Just Listen

1. React

2. Release

3. Recenter

4. Refocus

5. Reengage "What's your
re-engage
statement?

What do you want to do to help
improve the situation?

Amy: I'll acknowledge...it was real...Bob
played a part...I'll compliment him...I'll remind everyone of what we learned....

What's your internal "
empathy" statement?

(Note: empathy is more complicated than
we think. Separate workshop!) I wonder why Bob

asked this question

Bob must be
having a bad day

I wonder what the
agenda is...

You've got this

2a. Manage your
breathing/body

What do you need to do to
manage your

body/breathing?

Art release the
tension in your neck...

Just breathe...

Smile...

..take a sip of a drink

What's your internal pressure
release statement?

Amy: "What a jerk"

This isn't personal

Re-focus...

How can I reframe this? 

If kids were watching!!!!

All in your mind until #5
Let's create the

core of your PARP

Download the form: https://artpetty.
com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/PersonalActiveReset-2023.

pdf

What's your "
reaction"

statement?

Just breathe...

"Oh heck...it's one of
these situations"

Here we go....

Stop sign image....

Want the worksheet? 

Download the form: https://artpetty.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/PersonalActiveReset-2023.pdf

For the Many Who Are "Processors" 

If you are a
processor...

Your ideas for success strategies?

Buy some time

Ask questions....

I'm taking all this in
and processing.....

Win the audience first

My ideas: 

You need to create time...

Obvious: Use Active Listening
Techniques...

Ask clarifying questions

Restate in your words what you
perceive the person is asking?

Non-Obvious; Shift the medium

Use a whiteboard, Flipchart...and draw a
picture! "Here's what I think I hear you

saying...is this correct?"

Tying Things Together

It's imperative to strengthen your
ability to Manage Yourself in tough

communication moments

You are fighting for control of your brain
in those moments

Use Time as a Tool

Use Positive
Mirroring as a Tool

Create a Personal Active
Reset Process (PARP) to Help You Succeed in the Moment

Remember: When you need it, it's
too late to develop it. Create it now,

practice, and apply!

Upcoming Events: 

August, September, and November We Incorporate Special Guests!

September confirmed for leading
executive coach, Joel Garfinkle on
Developing Executive Presence

August: Adam Bryant, executive, fabulous
author....joining to talk about "The Leap to

Leader" (still in confirmation process)

November: Sally Susman,
Communicating to Open Minds,
Move Hearts and Change the

World!

Upcoming
Workshops from

Art

July 13 ,20, 27, 8/3 

Info? Enroll? art@artpetty.com

9/6, 13, 20 ,27

Summer Weeknight
Sessions: 7/12, 19, 26 from 6-8 Central

Summer Weekend:
7/15, 7/29 from 10-1


